Introduction
============

Many large funding organizations, including the National Institutes of Health (NIH), encourage researchers to make their data available in public databases. Policies like the NIH's Genomic Data Sharing policy ( <https://gds.nih.gov/03policy2.html>) and other incentives around data sharing have promoted the development of several public data repositories. However, in spite of the availability of data, it can still be challenging to harness the power of these public databases, and researchers are faced with a variety of barriers in accessing shared data ( [@ref-6]).

A major obstacle to data discovery is the disconnectedness of various data sharing resources. Automated tools that can connect these databases and reduce the time that researchers spend on data discovery are critically needed ( [@ref-1]; [@ref-4]). Such tools will promote reproducibility, increase the efficiency of research, and aid in solving the problem of small sample sizes. These issues are especially relevant to genomic data, which is typically expensive to gather.

Here, we focus on connecting two popular genomic data repositories, the Database of Phenotypes and Genotypes (dbGaP) ( [@ref-5]) and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), data hosted by the Genomic Data Commons (GDC; <https://gdc.cancer.gov/>). These two popular data sharing resources both house genomic datasets related to cancer, but despite containing similar data, these repositories have no direct connection to allow researchers to link them together. In the case of these two repositories the only way to find projects with analogous metadata is to manually search each repository. The key contribution of this work is a tool that acts as an interface between the GDC and dbGaP, which allows researchers to discover dbGaP datasets with similar metadata to a TCGA dataset of interest.

Methods
=======

1. Resources
------------

***GDC.*** The GDC ( <https://gdc.cancer.gov/>) is a highly curated resource for datasets from cancer related genomic studies from the National Cancer Institute (NCI). Its primary function is to provide a centralized repository for accessibility to data from large-scale NCI programs, such as ***TCGA*** and its pediatric equivalent, Therapeutically Applicable Research to Generate Effective Treatments. As of September 2016, GDC held over 260K sequence files with different genomic data-types (whole genome, RNA, etc.) of over 14K patients.

***dbGaP.*** The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) dbGaP ( <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap>) is the largest collection of genomic data. It is not limited to cancer data or human data. While the metadata fields are fixed, unlike the GDC, the entries in these fields are not curated. This is a challenge for harmonizing the metadata across the two datasets. The NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) ( <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra>) is a collection of sequence data associated with the studies in dbGaP.

2. Development
--------------

As the tool was developed as part of a hackathon, we used a development methodology similar to the Rapid Application Development model suitable for prototype development ( [@ref-2]). This subsection is organized as steps within this methodology.

***Defining the scope.*** We first identified the end users of our tool to be molecular and computational biologists and bioinformaticians with limited programming experience. Thus, the tools had to be easy to setup and execute. Next, we identified the use-cases as follows:

-   The tool should take TCGA study identifiers or study-level metadata values from the GDC and identify dbGaP studies with analogous data.

-   The tool should subsequently provide the capability of fetching the sequence level genomic data directly for these studies from the NCBI SRA data repository.

This gave us the necessary modules that needed to be developed.

***Mapping the metadata.*** We first extracted the required metadata by parsing the raw XML data and also scrapping the website data from both TCGA (GDC) and dbGaP. This metadata is stored as mapping tables in CSV format. Based on the extracted metadata, we developed two mapping dictionaries to translate between 1) disease terms and 2) genomic data-types, as defined separately within dbGaP and the GDC.

Accomplishing this mapping was challenging, as the allowable values for these fields is strictly controlled in the GDC, but completely user-defined in dbGaP. We designed a rule-based mapper to generate an initial map between search values from each repository, then manually curated these mappings to refine and rank mapped terms. These mappings are stored and used during the execution of our tool.

***Developing the required modules.*** Both the TCGA data (through GDC; <https://gdc.cancer.gov/developers/gdc-application-programming-interface-api>) and dbGaP (through NCBI Eutils; <https://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/>) provide APIs to access their respective data that allow metadata transfer in the XML or JSON formats. An API or Application Programming Interface provide an interface to data and services that other programs can directly use.

The SRA toolkit is a software tool that allows researchers to obtain the sequence data (with appropriate access rights) from the SRA database. The search can be narrowed by various parameters, including the genomic region and type of sequence (e.g. mRNA and whole genome shotgun).

We used Python (version 2.7; <https://www.python.org/>) for the development of our tool. We wanted to keep the tool as platform agnostic as possible. As the SRA toolkit is Unix-based, only the final part of the implementation pipeline, as discussed subsequently, is a shell script (not directly compatible in Windows environment).

Results
=======

We developed an easy-to-use tool that can be used to find additional data from dbGaP (and SRA) by expanding TCGA queries automatically. The first part of the pipeline allows researchers to query either repository by TCGA Project ID, File ID, Case ID, disease type, or experimental strategy via a metadata mapping dictionary. It returns not only a list of TCGA IDs, but also a list of related dbGaP study IDs. For dbGaP studies with NCBI SRA data, the second part of the pipeline will return the .sam files that contains reads aligned to a genomic region of interest to be used with the SRA Toolkit. Our tool is divided into three modules as illustrated in [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. Below, each module is discussed in detail.

![Module organization and a typical end-to-end workflow.](f1000research-6-10605-g0000){#f1}

1. Fetching dbGaP studies using TCGA data
-----------------------------------------

This component of the pipeline queries the GDC in multiple ways, including a direct ID search for projects, cases, samples, or files, or a custom search by the cancer type or experimental methods. Currently, the scope of custom search is limited to the available terms in the GDC data portal ( [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The module fetches the metadata using the GDC API and extracts the metadata terms related to the specified ID (i.e. the cancer type and experiment method). It then translates these terms to corresponding dbGaP search terms and returns the relevant dbGaP study IDs using the NCBI Eutils API. While executing the pipeline, the XML/JSON outputs of the APIs are processed in-memory behind the scenes. Thus, the end-users are not exposed to the API directly.

###### List of allowable values for Study Type, Primary Site and Disease in the Genomic Data Commons (The Cancer Genome Atlas) data.

The mapping between the Disease and Primary Site can be found in our GitHub repository.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study Type                        Primary Site        Disease
  ------------------------------ -- ---------------- -- ---------------------------------------
  Genotyping Array                  Adrenal Gland       Pheochromocytoma and\
                                                        Paraganglioma

  miRNA-Seq                         Bile Duct           Adrenocortical Carcinoma

  RNA-Seq                           Bladder             Cholangiocarcinoma

  WXS (Whole Exome Sequencing)      Blood               Bladder Urothelial Carcinoma

                                    Bone                Acute Myeloid Leukemia

                                    Brain               Osteosarcoma

                                    Breast              Glioblastoma Multiforme

                                    Cervix              Brain Lower Grade Glioma

                                    Colorectal          Breast Invasive Carcinoma

                                    Esophagus           Cervical Squamous Cell Carcinoma and\
                                                        Endocervical Adenocarcinoma

                                    Eye                 Colon Adenocarcinoma

                                    Head and Neck       Rectum Adenocarcinoma

                                    Kidney              Esophageal Carcinoma

                                    Liver               Uveal Melanoma

                                    Lung                Head and Neck Squamous Cell\
                                                        Carcinoma

                                    Lymph Nodes         High-Risk Wilms Tumor

                                    Nervous System      Kidney Renal Clear Cell Carcinoma

                                    Ovary               Kidney Renal Papillary Cell Carcinoma

                                    Pancreas            Kidney Chromophobe

                                    Pleura              Rhabdoid Tumor

                                    Prostate            Clear Cell Sarcoma of the Kidney

                                    Skin                Liver Hepatocellular Carcinoma

                                    Soft Tissue         Lung Adenocarcinoma

                                    Stomach             Lung Squamous Cell Carcinoma

                                    Testis              Lymphoid Neoplasm Diffuse Large\
                                                        B-cell Lymphoma

                                    Thymus              Neuroblastoma

                                    Thyroid             Ovarian Serous Cystadenocarcinoma

                                    Uterus              Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma

                                                        Mesothelioma

                                                        Prostate Adenocarcinoma

                                                        Skin Cutaneous Melanoma

                                                        Sarcoma

                                                        Stomach Adenocarcinoma

                                                        Testicular Germ Cell Tumors

                                                        Thymoma

                                                        Thyroid Carcinoma

                                                        Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma

                                                        Uterine Carcinosarcoma
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For custom searches, this module returns results from both the GDC and dbGaP simultaneously. Thus, this module also provides consolidated search capability over the TCGA and dbGaP data. The output from this module includes two files:

-   a list of the TCGA cases for the given project or search criteria, and

-   a list of dbGaP studies (with links) that are analogous to the input query.

2. Fetch SRRs for given dbGaP studies
-------------------------------------

The second component of the pipeline takes the list of dbGaP studies IDs and returns the list of sequence read run (SRR) files from the NCBI SRA from the dbGaP studies, when available. The users can specify the genomic region of interest as an additional parameter.

3. Fetch the sequence files from SRRs
-------------------------------------

The final part of the pipeline takes a list of SRRs and uses the SRA-toolkit to return sequencing level genomic data for a genomic region of interest directly from NCBI SRA data repository. This module assumes the required authorization has been granted prior to accessing the sequencing data.

Conclusion
==========

To our knowledge, this is the first easy-to-use tool for harmonizing TCGA and dbGaP study metadata for the purpose of data discovery and consolidated querying. We would like to continue to work with the cancer biology community to develop this interface tool. Future improvements include extending our search capabilities to include other metadata, the option to query multiple genomic regions simultaneously, and a user-friendly GUI. Feature requests or contributions of code can be made on our GitHub site, which will be monitored for such activity.

Software availability
=====================

Latest source code: <https://github.com/NCBI-Hackathons/TCGA_dbGaP>.

Archive source code as at the time of publication: doi, [10.5281/zenodo.160551](http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.160551) (Kurata, 2016) ( <https://zenodo.org/record/160551#.WE7Lz9WLTcs>)
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The software can fulfill the requirement of authors designated task. Since the original design of this software is not for general usage, it might be difficult for a general user to access. However, with this tools\' help, a cancer genomics researcher can download database from both GDC and dbGAP sample info easily. The most important part of this software is manually curated terms. This approach can assure more accurate search outcome and save user\'s valuable time. By introducing Disease Ontology to the mapping between the Disease and Primary Site step, it might be able to help more accurate curation and cancer type determination. Articles provide here are about Disease Ontology and Disease Ontology Cancer Slim. The tool is designed for cancer genomics community and with these terminologies and ID. This tool will be able to further expand its usage and application.

Some more documentations of this software and outcome interpretations will be helpful.

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
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The software is adequately explained and is a useful tool for a specialized task, fitting the format and section of the F1000. It is great work given that this was all completed during the hackathon. However I would suggest some polishing of the readme on the Github. This will still not make it any easier to use for not expert users, but for this purpose it would be ideal if the authors can add a short software readme as supplementary to the manuscript. The citation I have provided with this review points to a paper for the BioDocklets software that includes a manual that the authors could use as example. Other than that this is a great article that provides a very useful tool integrating key aspects of two important databases for the community.

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
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The authors present a clear description of a tool that is simple in concept but will be of use to the cancer genomics community. They identified a clear need for researchers to be able to easily identify and download datasets from GDC and dbGAP sample attributes and have designed a solution that is conceptually sound. Most helpfully, they have taken care of not only the manual search but the mapping of the non-homogeneous metadata fields to save users time.

My detailed comments are listed below:

1\. (Major) After installing the code and running the first command, we received this error:

\$ bin/python bin/fetch_dbGaP_with_TCGA.py id -i TCGA-BRCA -s project -l low Traceback (most recent call last):

  File \"bin/fetch_dbGaP_with_TCGA.py\", line 332, in

    sys.exit(main())

  File \"bin/fetch_dbGaP_with_TCGA.py\", line 322, in main

   

+outDict\[outStringKeys\[returnType\]\[2\]\]+\",\"+\"\\\\\".join(outDict\[outStringKe

+ys\[

returnType\]\[3\]\])+\",\"+outDict\[outStringKeys\[returnType\]\[4\]\]+\"\\n\"

TypeError: coercing to Unicode: need string or buffer, list found

As the authors are targeting users with minimal coding experience, it is important that error messages are far more informative. From the above it\'s completely unclear without looking into the code itself whether this is due to the input being in an incorrect format or if there is an actual problem with the code itself. Much more user testing and error handling is needed.

2\. (Major) In general, more user documentation is needed. The instructions are brief and again, do not account for the case of everything not working on the first try. Input examples and example commands should also be provided for fetch_dbGaP_with_TCGA.py. Notes on how to interpret the output would also be helpful, perhaps by annotating the output file examples provided, which are a good inclusion.

3\. (Minor) Currently the only way to see the re-mapping of metadata is to look in the code itself on github. Could a txt file of the field mappings be provided? This would be helpful for users to understand the assumptions being made with the metadata vocabulary.

4\. (Minor) In the results section, could the authors summarize the results of the testing they did to ensure that the results being returned are correct? At minimum, it is important that users are assured of the completeness of the search. This could, for example, be demonstrated by searching on a TCGA disease type in GDC and comparing the number of results with the TCGA cohort size. Specificity and accuracy of the search results should also be demonstrated, perhaps by showing and summarizing the results of some example searches in both sites.

5\. (Minor) GDC currently hosts not only TCGA, but also TARGET data (which is mentioned in the manuscript), and will soon be hosting other datasets. Is this tool limited to the TCGA datasets in GDC? As far as I know from our submissions to the GDC, the other datasets will have the same controlled metadata fields so the functionality should extend naturally to all of the data hosted at the GDC and it would greatly increase the utility if this were the case.

I think this tool will be beneficial to the cancer genomics community and will facilitate and encourage users to mine the rich NGS datasets that have been made available in the past decade. It would be good if the authors are able to provide a revision of the code that works and make some improvements to the user documentation, so that these benefits can be realized.

We have read this submission. We believe that we have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however we have significant reservations, as outlined above.
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